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Purpose / Summary:
To provide the panel with an update on the progress made to date by partners, relating to
the operation of Kingmoor Park as an Enterprise Zone.
Recommendations:
To note and scrutinise progress on the implementation of Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone.

Tracking
Overview and Scrutiny:

15th June 2017

1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Enterprise Zones are an important part of the Government’s programme to devolve
responsibility for leadership of local growth and provide a powerful tool for Local
Enterprise Partnerships to develop their local economy.

1.2

Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone became operational on 1st April 2016 for a period of
25 years. Kingmoor Park has long been identified as a strategic investment site in
Carlisle’s and Cumbria’s economic development strategies. Enterprise Zone status
allows Kingmoor Park to continue to develop and indeed accelerate delivery
momentum, allowing companies to benefit from Business Rates Relief and others
from Enhanced Capital Allowances to help encourage investment.

1.3

The established objectives and priorities for Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone are:




To deliver approximately 200,000sqm of new employment related floor space,
across 73ha, creating an additional 3,000 jobs and representing private sector
investment of £190m;
Deliver an increase in the balance of B1 and B2 manufacturing spaces versus
B8 storage, distribution and logistics uses;



Support Cumbria’s target growth sectors and the LEP’s strategies for advanced
manufacturing growth and nuclear and energy excellence, through the
combination of available land suitable for B2 uses, existing infrastructure and
strategic connections;



Provide an important location for incoming and expanding supply chain
companies associated with growth in the nuclear and energy, logistics and
advanced manufacturing sectors; and



Deliver more new build opportunities and offer greater incentives for new private
sector investment – particularly enhanced capital allowances.

2. PROGRESS TO DATE
DCLG Memorandum of Understanding
2.1

Carlisle City Council, Cumbria County Council and Cumbria LEP are each party to a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Department for Communities and Local
Government dated 20th May 2016. Under the conditions of this agreement, which
appended as Appendix One, the local authorities and the LEP agreed to:



Organise and promote a governance group for the Enterprise Zone which is
able to make strategic and operational decisions.



Enter into Memorandum of Understandings with each other which set agreed
objectives and priorities for the Enterprise Zone as well as terms necessary
to give effect to the DCLG MoU (for example, provisions covering the use of
business rates retained by local authorities and how local authorities will use
their general power of competence to support the Enterprise Zone, including
but not limited to Compulsory Purchase Orders, simplified planning regimes,
development orders, Joint Ventures and borrowing to support investment
and arrangements for the provision of monitoring data).;
To use government subsidies provided for the Enterprise Zone (including the
subsidy provided under this MoU and the Regulations) for the objectives of
the Enterprise Zone and in compliance with relevant laws;





2.2

To design and submit to the Secretary of State a 5 year implementation plan
(which sets out the major steps and the individual(s) and organisation(s) who
will be responsible to set up, operate and deliver the objectives and priorities
which have been agreed for the Enterprise Zone) no later than 31st March
2017 (subsequently extended to 31st May 2017).

Since the Enterprise Zone became operational last April, much progress has been
made to secure the necessary local arrangements in line with the DCLG MoU as
follows:

Enterprise Zone Board Established
2.3

The governance group is operational and is known as the EZ Board who meet bimonthly. The work and recommendations of the EZ Board is reported to the
Cumbria LEP Board. The EZ Board is responsible for:







Overseeing strategic decision making, stewardship and operational delivery of
the Enterprise Zone;
Determining phasing priorities and agreeing where public funding/other
resources can be used to support private sector investment to accelerate on site
delivery and development;
Approving business case proposals for investment in the Enterprise Zone prior
to submission to the LEP Panel and make recommendations relating to
business cases for investment into the Enterprise Zone utilising the retained
business rates achieved by the EZ; and
Reviewing decisions and provide guidance in respect of application of the
enterprise Zone policy tools (Business rate relief/enhanced capital allowances)

where required and shall be responsible for determining any appeals relating to
the determination of applications for Business Rate Relief.
2.4

The Leader of Carlisle City Council and the Corporate Director of Economic
Development are on the EZ Board. In addition to the EZ Board, an EZ Delivery
Team has been set up to enable officers to work on creating the internal parameters
and agreements to allow the Enterprise Zone to function. This team includes
officers from the City Council.

Enterprise Zone Memorandum of Understanding Agreed
2.5

A Memorandum of Understanding has been developed between the key partners
and was agreed by the EZ Board on 31st May 2017. It is now in the process of being
signed by Carlisle City Council, Cumbria County Council, Cumbria LEP and
Kingmoor Park Properties Limited. This MoU confirms that partners are agreeing to
work together to support and deliver the Implementation Plan (‘the Project’) and
records the basis on which they will collaborate with each other, clarifying partner
roles and responsibilities.

Business Rates Policy Agreed by Enterprise Zone Board
2.6

The Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone MoU clarifies roles and responsibilities in
relation to the collection and use of retained business rates within the Enterprise
Zone. Carlisle City Council has led on the creation of Business Rate Relief Eligibility
Guidance (Appendix Two), which was approved by the EZ Board on 31st May 2017.
This guidance outlines the sectors that are compatible with the EZ designation and
the growth test that must be applied, to safeguard against displacement of existing
businesses across the District.

2.7

Carlisle City Council will assess all applications for Business Rate Relief, with any
appeals being determined by Carlisle City Council in consultation with the EZ
Board.

Simplified Planning Regime
2.8

The EZ Board agreed on 31st May 2017 to implement a simplified planning regime
for Kingmoor Park EZ. This is a mechanism or range of measures put in place to
speed up development and provide a greater degree of developer and investor
certainty to encourage investment, economic growth and development. The key
instrument in implementing a simplified planning regime is the use of a Local

Development Orders (LDO) alongside which the use of other measures such as
Planning Performance Agreements (PPAs) can be used to speed up decision
making on development which falls outside the parameters of LDOs.
2.9

LDOs remove the need to apply for planning permission for specific types of
development within a defined area. They enable the management of development
without the need for individual planning permissions, where proposals meet criteria
set out in the LDO. The criteria are usually based on development type/use class,
location and design. With an LDO in place the planning process should be
simplified, less expensive, less risky and faster. For developers there is no need to
prepare a planning application, establish the principle of development, pay fees or
wait for a decision (though a prior approval process may remain to sign off
necessary conditions).

2.10

Carlisle City Council has the responsibility for leading on the final content and
production of a Local Development Order at Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone.
However the process involved in drawing up a LDO is based around partnership
working and consultation. This process is underway and will formally begin in
August 2017 once site masterplanning has completed.

Capacity Funding Secured
2.11

Capacity Funding of £50,000 was secured from DCLG in April 2017, with further
funding of £30,000 provided by local partners. This funding has assisted with the
Implementation Plan and will contribute towards the Marketing Strategy,
Infrastructure analysis and masterplan layouts going forward.

Submission of Implementation Plan
2.12

As set out in the DCLG MoU, the LEP is required to submit to the Secretary of State
a five-year Implementation Plan. This sets out the major steps and responsibilities
for the operation and delivery of the Enterprise Zone in accordance with the agreed
objectives and priorities. A draft version of the Implementation Plan was submitted
to DCLG at the end of September 2016. An updated final version was submitted at
the end of May 2017. The Implementation Plan outlins the following:
 An introduction to the Enterprise Zone to cover site details, commercial
proposition and/or sectoral target markets, and delivery outputs by 2020/21.
This Implementation Plan is covering the period 2017 – 2022;





The project plan to 2021/22 to cover: investment plan; delivery risks; formal
management, governance and delivery arrangements; scope of marketing and
communications plan; and delivery monitoring mechanisms;and
Baseline business rates data – a snapshot of the estimated net rates income on
31 December 2015.

Interest to Date
2.13

Kingmoor Park has experienced significant and growing interest since the
designation of Enterprise Zone status. There has been considerable and renewed
interest in the hub in terms of ancillary retail and leisure facilities to support the
location. Current interest has been shown from a national petrol station forecourt
operator, prestige marque car dealership and service centre, and national pub chain
operator.

2.14

Verus Energy Limited secured planning permission in October 2016 to develop land
in Zone D for an Energy from Waste Plant. This is an estimated £80m development
and would be the first occupier to benefit from Enhanced Capital Allowance benefits
on the Enterprise Zone. An application has now been lodged with Government for
Contract for Difference with a decision expected later this year. It is considered that
securing consent for the Verus EfW plant presents a significant opportunity to target
large-scale energy users, ranging from advanced manufacturers to chilled food
production/storage and data centres.

3. NEXT STEPS
Masterplan
3.1

The EZ Board has recognised that there is a need to undertake further
masterplanning for the site to better articulate the vision for the site. This
masterplanning/layout and use options work is a key action of the Implementation
Plan, and is currently underway, anticipated to be completed by Autumn 2017.
Carlisle City Council will play a critical role in informing the Masterplan alongside
key partners.

Marketing and Communications Strategy
3.2

The Implementation Plan also commits to a strategy to better articulate the
commercial proposition and to refine the offer to target sectors and occupiers into a
set of unique selling propositions. Building on existing activities it will set out clear

marketing objectives linked to target outcomes, define key messages and benefits
to target occupiers and establish the appropriate marketing channels, mechanisms
and materials (website, brochures, direct marketing, events etc.) which will be
utilised to generate leads and enquiries.
3.3

As part of this process the partners will need to determine their specific roles in
marketing and communications, particularly the relationship between place
marketing at a local authority/LEP level and interaction/engagement with the
Department for International Trade and other strategic marketing partners including retained commercial agents and intermediaries such as sector/employer
organisations and potential ambassadors for the EZ.

3.4

The marketing and communications plan is expected to include a national launch in
late 2017together with a unified marketing push (with all the agents and partners
engaged and driven locally by KPPL), as well as activities such as improved
signage and refreshed marketing materials, representation at events etc.

4.

CONCLUSION AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

Carlisle City Council will continue to work with partners to ensure the success of
Enterprise Zone status at Kingmoor Park, acknowledging the benefits this will bring
to Carlisle District. The key tools that have been put in place will help to move the
delivery of the site forward with further momentum being generated as
masterplanning; the LDO and full marketing strategy come on board.

5

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARLISLE PLAN PRIORITIES

5.1

The implementation of Enterprise Zone status at Kingmoor Park contributes directly
towards achieving the Vision of the Carlisle Plan 2015-2018 – ‘To improve
the…economic prosperity of the people of Carlisle’, and ‘further establish our
position as the regional centre and focus for investment’. It also contributes towards
its Priority ‘Support business growth and skills development to improve
opportunities and economic prospects for the people of Carlisle’.

Contact Officer:

Angela McDougall
Economy & Enterprise Officer

Appendices
attached to report:

Appendix 1: DCLG Memorandum of Understanding
Appendix 2: Business Rate Relief Eligibility Guidance

Ext:

01228 817172

Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government (Access to
Information) Act 1985 the report has been prepared in part from the following
papers:
• Non
CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS/RISKS:
N/A

Carlisle Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone
Business Rates Relief Eligibility Guidance
Introduction to the BRR incentive
Carlisle City Council is able to provide Business Rate Relief (BRR) to eligible occupiers
within defined areas (see appended map) of Carlisle Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone
(EZ) in accordance with approved Department of Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) financial incentives.
The BRR incentive enables eligible businesses that occupy property within the BRR
designated areas of Carlisle Kingmoor Park EZ to a discretionary relief of up to 100% of
the business rates payable, up to a limit of £55,000 per year and a maximum of
£275,000 in any 5 year period, subject to meeting the criteria set out within this Eligibility
Guidance Paper. To be eligible, businesses must occupy premises before 31st March
2021 and can then benefit from the discount (subject to the EU State Aid De Minimis
threshold) to 31st March 2026.
Further information on the De Minimis EU State Aid regulation is available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443742/B
IS-15-148-state-aid-manual.pdf
New business locating to the defined Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA) areas of
Kingmoor Park (see appended map) can qualify for 100% ECA for plant and machinery
assets up to a capped limit of €125 million. Where ECA applies, the premises are
outside of the BRR incentive and relief cannot be granted.
In order to qualify for the BRR incentive in the EZ, businesses must align with one of the
EZs target sectors and if necessary also satisfy a growth test. Businesses which do
not accord with these requirements may not be excluded from locating on the EZ,
subject to conforming to planning requirements, but will not automatically benefit from
the BRR incentive.
The purpose of this guidance is to establish a degree of certainty as to when BRR will
apply or not. Ultimately however the decision to award BRR is discretionary and will be
on a case by case basis which affords some flexibility.
Guidance agreed by the EZ Board on 31st May 2017

Sector criteria
The basis upon which the EZ designation was granted was in recognition of the sites
ability to support Cumbria’s target growth sectors as follows:




Nuclear engineering and energy;
Advanced Manufacturing; and
Storage, distribution and logistics.

To qualify for BRR businesses must be able to demonstrate direct alignment with one of
these key sectors, or demonstrate how they will indirectly support growth in these
sectors i.e. through playing a key role in the supply chain. The onus will be on the
applicants to demonstrate alignment through the application process, including
evidencing assertions. In assessing alignment regard will be had to Standard Industrial
Classification codes. From a planning perspective the above uses would ordinarily fall
within Use Class B1(a), B1 (b), B1(c), B2 and B8.
Growth Test
Businesses already located in the District of Carlisle, and which satisfy the sector
criteria test, must also satisfy a ‘growth test’ to be eligible for BRR. If the business is
wholly new to the District of Carlisle then it will be exempt from the below ‘growth test’.
The growth test is intended to ensure that the focus of the EZ and its incentives remain
on supporting additional inward investment and net economic growth, which is the clear
intention of Government EZ policy. It therefore acts to deter displacement and to
determine if relocation is in the best interests of the local area, to prevent any
detrimental impacts.
As a minimum, businesses are expected to be able to demonstrate their ability to
achieve and sustain at least one of the following criteria over a 5 year period to meet the
objectives of the ‘growth test’:


To occupy larger business premises where it can be demonstrated that these are
required to accommodate a planned expansion of the business and where the
new premises represent a 30% increase in size (sqm) compared to the existing
premises; OR



To increase permanent employment by 30% FTE in comparison to the existing
number of FTE employees; OR



The need for the premises relates to the introduction of a business operation not
currently present in the District of Carlisle and therefore a diversification of an
existing business’ interests e.g. a new logistics centre in an example where a
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business already has a presence in the area but this is confined to a head office
function; OR


It can be genuinely demonstrated that in the absence of relocation the business
and its benefits would be lost to a location outwith the District of Carlisle.

Application process
Businesses seeking BRR within the approved Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone must
complete and submit the Carlisle Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone Business Rate Relief
Application Form.
Applications will be assessed by Carlisle City Council and the applicant will be notified
of the outcome in writing. We will endeavour to respond within 21 working days of
receipt of a fully completed application submission.
The decision to award a BRR is discretionary on a case by case basis. Requests for
appeal should be made in writing to Carlisle City Council no later than one month after
the date of the determination. Appeals will be considered by Carlisle City Council in
consultation with the EZ Board. The decision will be final with no right of further appeal.
The award of BRR will be made on an annual basis and the businesses will be required
to confirm continued eligibility each year. The business premises must be occupied in
accordance with section 43 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988.
Further Information
Enquiries on eligibility for relief can be directed towards Angela McDougall, Economy &
Enterprise Officer, Carlisle City Council via angela.mcdougall@carlisle.gov.uk or 01228
817172.

Guidance agreed by the EZ Board on 31st May 2017

Appendix One:

Guidance agreed by the EZ Board on 31st May 2017

